Video Editors you can download and use for free: from Kim Bennett – Creative
computing 12-05-20
1. ‘Free Video Editor’ by Thundershare software. Great for quick projects that
don’t require fine detail such as editing frames

The ‘Free Video editor’ by Thundershare is very easy to use, and has quite a lot of features in handy panels
which mean you don’t need to learn about menu tools. Its great if you have simple tasks to do such as
rotating mobile phone footage, trimming and cutting a video, joining clips together, loading two or more clips
together in split screens, adding audio etc. Self-explanatory options shown above. Each panel includes the
other options in side menu, so you can quickly edit a video. It doesn’t show frames or audio waveform, but
you can cut and join both audio and video.

This shows the split screen editor –
showing many formats. Each format
section has a cross in the middle
which you click on – this lets you
browse for a video or clip. As you
can see, you could have up to 4
different videos in varied formats
screen sharing, which can be
exported as a single new video

This shows 4 way shared screen
with video clips in three of them.
The white cross is where you click to
browse for video clips.
This is the audio editor within the split screen editor – you
can trim the length change volume, insert a new audio clip
in this project

This is the stand alone audio editor – you can edit your audio before adding it to video. When finished you
can save a project file or export it in a range of common formats.

2.WeVideo is an online video editor – seems quite useful, very useful if you want to edit something on the go

3. Old and still useful, but not easy to find

4.

VideoPad – I have found VideoPad to be a great editor, easy to find and download, and you
can edit frames and audio, add multiple tracks, overlay images, edit waveforms, delete in fine detail
etc. you can also split screens, join clips, change and crop sections and other useful edits. I made a
video about using it in that program. NCH software also has other useful apps such as Debut video
capture –includes screen recorder to capture your screen edits, and it also can edit video clips from
devices.

You can edit in fine detail, separate and edit audio tracks, record audio and narration into the track
and work with multiple video tracks which allows you to do quite complicated projects. These are
from the Pro version.

5.

Educational version

The reviewer says the educational version lacks advanced features, however it does have more
features than most of the others in this list! The Professional version is available as an upgrade, for
around £25 .
Debut Video Capture also by NCH is also useful, you can capture the screen actions, import video from
devices and edit them with similar tools to VideoPad.

This is another free video converter and editor- good for quick projects.

6.

7. Lifewire – another free video editor –this one you download and install
– this lets you edit the timeline in detail

.

8. Online editor- If you need to edit online in some detail on larger scale projects, this might be worth
knowing about. Also could be used as an online video converter if you needed to change format.

